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Jan 01, Succubus in the City by Nina Harper is chick lit for the supernatural crowd. Think "Sex in the City" for demons. Lily, a year
old Babylonian priestess, tells the story with lengthy descriptions of her designer lifestyle/5.
Lily the succubus lives the posh life in Manhattan with her trio of fellow demon girlfriends- Eros, Desi and Sybil. You'll be lead to
think this is going to be Sex & the City meets Kim Harrison's Rachel Morgan series based on this premise.
Succubus in the City is a novel written by Nina Harper. It is the first work in the Lilith "Lily" Ad-Hzar series by this author. In this
work the character Lilith "Lily" Ad-Hzar is a Succubus.
Succubus and the City was a fun little addition to the Rowan Harbor Cycle series. The story follows succubus Sebastian - a resident
of Rowan Harbor who is away in NYC for college - as he fortuitously meets a captivating guy named Finn and gets swept up in
Finns magical familys life and death dramatics/5(12). Succubus in the city is part mystery which is never solved, part romance
which is never resolved and part porn, which is barely even pedestrian. An easy read, as the writing is fine, but a complete waste of
time and money/5(11).
The Georgina Kincaid series is a collection of six urban fantasy novels written by Richelle esgrimaperezghersi.com series is written
in a first-person perspective following the main character, Georgina Kincaid, who is a succubus with a heart working at a local book
store, Emerald City Books & Cafe. An incubus is a demon in male form who, according to mythological and legendary traditions,
lies upon sleeping women in order to engage in sexual activity with them. Its female counterpart is a succubus.
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